The Fox Valley’s premier refinishing company
Foxvalleybathtubrefinishing.com
847-650-6271

Thank you for your business and we know you’ll love the new look of your freshly refinished
fixture. Our product will provide you many years of continuous service, but proper care should be
taken. Use only non-abrasive cleaners and non-abrasive scrubbing pads. Stay away from powders or
soft scrub gels, as they can deteriorate and dull the surface (comet, Ajax, Soft Scrub, Magic Erasers).
Products that are oil or wax-based, such as Pinesol, can leave a waxy residue or dull your finish as well.
Other products to avoid include but are not limited to are Mr. Clean Magic Erasers, hard bristle brushes,
& steel wool.
Liquid cleaners, soft cloths or sponges are best to clean with. We recommend a “Blue” Scotch-Brite
(non-scratch) pad to clean with, the ones made for dishes. Best cleaners to use are Zep tub and tile
cleaner, 409, Lysol Tub & Tile cleaner, Scrubbing Bubbles, Grease lighting or a DIY mixture of vinegar &
water. PLEASE THOUROUGHLY RINSE THE TUB WITH WATER AFTER USING A CLEANER. Using a
detachable showerhead to rinse down shower after each use is an easy way to keep the tub clean inbetween cleanings.
For hard water stains Wash tub with approved cleaner. Dry tub, then use CLR (in yellow bottle, NOT the
kind in the gray bottle) on rust stains and let sit for 10 minutes. Rinse and wash tub again with approved
cleaner.

We recommend the use of a shower caddy or basket to eliminate shower items sitting on the bathtub
ledges. Items sitting on the ledges can cause standing water which could possibly discolor the finish
over time. Should you have any questions regarding cleaners please feel free to contact us.

Remember, bathmats and appliqués CANNOT be used on the bathtub once it has been refinished.

Fixture can be used 24 hours after refinishing but must wait 30 days before cleaning.
No tape can be applied to surface for at least 30 days, must be Low Tact Painters tape.
No bath-bombs, essential oils and or dyes, Including hair dyes.
No solvents shall ever be used on a refinished fixture. For example, Lacquer thinner or acetone.
Do not use straight bleach to clean with, a mixture of 50/50 with water is acceptable, however rinse
completely with water after cleaning

